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CHAPTER I 

INfROOTOflOU 

Statement of the Problem and Its Purpose 

The problem of this investlgatlon is to prepare a mer-

chandise display manual that can he used by the teacher-

eoordlnatar, students of distributive education, other 

trainees* training sponsors, and salespeople* The purpose 

of the study is to provide working principles for those who 

do not have them. Since many coordinators, as well as 

students of distributive education, lack the necessary baek» 

ground in visual merchandising, a manual comprised of the 

fundamental principles of merchandise display can be of 

definite value to both. Wot only can it be of value to the 

teacher-coordinator and students# but also it can serve as 

a guide for the training sponsors in teaching the practical 

aspects of display to the students, other trainees* and 

salespeople* 

Curing summer conferences* many distributive education 

teachers have expressed their need for a merchandise display 

manual which contains working principles that will produce 

effective display arrangements. At the same time, many 

display directors, during personal interviews with the 

author# have expressed their desire for such a guide* 



Tli# present manual was prepared as an answer In part* at 

least, to those needs. 

Collection of Data 

Information contained In this thesis was acquired from 

three major sources—from reading pertinent articles in 

pamphlets, periodicals, and books I from personal interviews 

with display directors and fashion coordinators! and from 

personal experience in teaching display to distributive 

education students# Many of the photographs were secured 

froit merchants and display directors, and some of them are 

of displays in the distributive education classroom. While 

all periodicals, books, and pamphlets which provided valu-

able material cannot be mentioned, these sources that have 

contributed the greatest amount of informtion are these: 

Merchants* Service Pamphlet fro® lational Cash Register 

Cowpany, ̂ Western Display,* "Display World," Principles 

of Men's Wear Display, and Retail Advertising and Sales 

Promotion. Those persons who contributed greatly through 

personal interviews are !« Gallegos, Jr., display director 

of Siegel's ready to wear in San Antonio, Bex*ttan H» 

Belgel, Jr., and Herman H« Re!gel, Sr., from Carl*a in 

San Antonio. 

Presentation of Data 

Although each of the topics to be considered in this 

thesis is of importance in order to achieve an effective 



display, the author will attsmpt to arrange the principles 

in the order of importance as follows? Introduction, 

types of displays, detexralning the theme, background, fix-

tures, design and arrangement, color in displays, lighting, 

and conclusions. 

Limitations of the Study 

Since distributive education students are accepted on 

the basis of limited or no experience# the merchant is 

tolerant in evaluating the progress of the trainee in dis-

play# Ho matter how tolerant the employer may be, the 

problem of teaching the fundamental principles of display 

belongs to the teacher-coordinator. It is wife this in 

mind that the manual is written. The principles discussed 

in this thesis by no means exhaust the subject of mer-

chandise display, but rather provide a foundation upon 

which the student of distributive education may build his 

future. Even though a trainee is an ardent student of the 

principles as set forth in this manual, it will by no aeans 

Insure his success as a display m m because of intangible 

factors that must be considered# He will, however, progress 

much faster than those without this background* 

Definition of Terms 

A few terms will be used in the manual that will not 

be defined in the text and in order to clear up any mis* 

understanding these will now be discussed. 



"Distributive education," as the nam® implies# is that 

type of ©ducation which deals with training high school 

juniors and seniors in distributive phases of retailt whole-

sale# and service selling institutions* Distributive edu-

cation Is a cooperative* part*time training program whereby 

the students are enabled to attend school in the morning 

and then report to their training stations in the afternoon. 

In the morning classes the students take two subjects that 

are needed for graduation* such as English# mathematics* 

history# or science, and a related subjects eourse in dis-

tributive education. In the distributive education course# 

subjects are taught which will be directly related to the 

type of business In which the trainee Is engaged, fhe 

student receives one credit for the theory course in re-

lated subjects In the morning and on© credit for the ap-

plication of the theory at his training station in the 

afternoon* or a total of two credits per semester# Since 

distributive education takes up only the elective courses* 

the student will be able to graduate on schedule. Hot only 

Is credit given for distributive education# but also a 

beginning wage is paid comparable to that of other trainees 

doing the same type of work. 

"Teacher-coordinator" is the teacher of distributive 

education whose responsibility is to place students in 

desirable training stations and to teach related subjects 



such as salesmanship* advertising, display, fashion, mathe-

matics* economics, store speeoh, credit, and other subjects 

which enable students to bee ante more efficient on the job* 

"Training station* is the particular department or 

type of business in which the student is training* 

"Trainee" is the student who is gainfully employed in 

a distributive occupation. 

"Training sponsor" is the person responsible for show-

ing the trainee "the ropes" in the department in which he 

is employed. The training sponsor is usually a department 

head or a top salesman in the department where the student 

is placed and the main duty of this person Is that of train-

ing the student in all phases of the department. 



CHAPTER II 

TYPES OF DISPLAYS 

Basically there are two different types of displays# 

those designed to produce immediate sales# and those that 

are concerned primarily with ultimate sales* 

Promotional Displays 

Promotional displays are tfacs e that try to sell the 

merchandise during the time it is in the window. This type 

of display is divided into regular-price-line and bargain 

displays while the chief appeal is mad© to price. Regular-

price-line displays feature merchandise at the regular day 

to day prices and stress the style and utility value of the 

goods. Bargain displays male® their appeal to price "regard-

less of whether the goods are fashion or staple merchan-

dise. 

Style and utility value of goods is suggested in the 

promotional window in Figure 1* A large papier mache map 

of Cuba is used as a vacation theme to capture the atten-

tion of travel minded observers. The white purse and the 

open toed shoes suggest coolness# while the overall 

*C. M. Idwards and W. H. Howard, Retail Advertising 
and Sales Promotion, p. 195. 



Pig. !•--Promotional display 
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regular-price-line theme suggests ccsafort, leisure# and 

©nj oyment which would appeal to the general public as well 

as to the vacationist. 

Prestige Displays 

The purpose of prestige displays is to establish the 

store as the fashion center with a wide assor tment of goods. 

Unlike promotional display, prestige displays attempt to 

gain ultimate business by making the public conscious of the 

store as a desirable place in which to trade. 

Of tiie many variations of promotional and prestige 

windows# the following will be discussed heres campaign, 

single-promotion, human Interest, aerial, ensemble» and 

decorative displays* 

Campaign window displays. -"Campaign displays are con-

nected series of windows that promote the same merchandise 

during a continuous period of time. Although this any be 

used In all types of display, it is especially good from 

the promotional standpoint* As merchandise is shown in 

several windows, with the liberal use of price cards, a 

more forceful selling message la brought to bear on the 

public. This type of display could also be used to good 

advantage in prestige displays where the fashion note la 

Introduced instead of price. 

Slngle-promotlon window displays.—Single-promotion 

displays are those which exhibit one article of merchandise 



In several or all of the store's windows» using the same 

general theme throughout* An example of this type of 

promotion would b@ a display of women's hats# showing 

©very conceivable style for all occasions. 

This promotion is tremendously important and in order 

to make it an nout-of-the»ordinaryw display# the plan Is 

used only once or twlee a year. This type of window dis-

play eould be used for tooth prestige and promotional pur-

poses # but has shown much success In exhibiting fashion 

merchandise suoh as women's suits. 

3erlal display a»—"Serial displays are those In which 

several adjoining windows are used to display related 

merchandise.®2 An Illustration of a serial display of 

men's wearing apparel would bei suits In one window* 

shirts in the next* shoes in the third# hats in the fourth# 

ties In the fifth, and so on. 

Serial displays are used almost entirely for showing 

style and fashion merchandise of a prestige nature. 

Ensemble displays«"--When merchandise and accessories 

are placed In one window# It is said to be an ensemble dis-

play. Ensemble displays are highly prestige in nature and 

are built around prevailing fashion trends in color# styles# 

or materials. An example of an ensemble window would be 

the showing of men's winter suits along with shoes# shirt# 

2Ibld.. p. 523. 
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tie, hat# gloves# socks, and cuff links. For a ladles* 

specialty store an ensemble display may be built around the 

color note for the coming season. Everything in the en* 

semble, including the accessories, would be in the color 

to be popular for the season. This type of display is with-

out question most commonly used today. Although the shewing 

of an ensemble may cause a customer to buy a complete out-

fit, the basic objection Is that so many articles are shown 

that the observer's attention Is not centered on any one of 

them. 

Refer to the photograph of the »en»s wear ensemble in 

Figure 2 and study the construction for a moment. Only a 

fleeting glance is needed to grasp the full value of such 

a window. This is perhaps due to the use of a simple prop 

as the center of interest. The step ladder# serving as 

the focal point of the display# shows off the accessories 

to advantage as well as ties together the larger units of 

the display. 

Although this is a good window# a few changes could 

have jaade this an outstanding display. Close observation 

reveals the fact that unity of accessaries could have been 
i 

better achieved if fewer items were used. Moreover# the 

placing of cuff links throughout the accessory group tends 

to give a spotty effect. Symmetry, or balance, could have 

been better, too, by placing the fera at the right a little 

farther from the ladder. It appears to be leaning against 
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Pig# 2«--An ensemble display 
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the ladder and directs attention from the main part of the 

display* To© many items are lying about cm th® floor, there-

by giving a feeling of being cluttered or disarranged# 

Human Interest. —Human interest displays are those used 

to gain attention through th® use of true-to-life or novel 

idea#. 

The true-to-life atmosphere might be shown by a nan 

standing in a stream of water and easting a fly rod* (The 

stream could be cleverly done by using a mirror with arti-

ficial grass and "cat tails" around the edges to simulate 

the bank*) The man would be dressed in hip-boots and would 

have a wide assortment of "files® in his hatband. On the 

bank of the "stream" would be his fish basket# basket of 

lunch# and fishing box* 

An example of the novel idea might be Illustrated by 

the figure of a woman made of twisted rope suspended from 

the ceiling with a mannequin standing beside it dressed in 

the latest fashion. Certainly this would draw attention 

aad the second glance would probably be cast on the mer-

chandise* which is the ultimate purpose of any display. 

A similar display of the novel idea is shown in Figure 

3« The figure of the man is constructed by pulling a pair 

of pants and a shirt over a wooden form and then stuffing 

the clothing with yarn to form the body and facial features. 

The baskets of different colored yarn as well as the single 
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ML CUTCHEONS 

Pig. 3•—Human interest display 

rolls of yarn are suspended from the ceiling. In the fore-

ground is a show card with the sales message, f,For Knitted 

Christmas Gifts.'1 This is a very attractive display and 

no doubt substantially increased sales in this department. 

-decorative displays • - - Although decorative background 

and beautiful props are attractive, they alone do not 

directly sell merchandise. 

It's display1s job to make a store's traffic 
see and buy more items in less time • , • to be 
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truly effective a display must b© built around an 
idoa.3 

In order to be outstandingly successful, a display 

need not always sell speoific merchandise. In fact, the 

display which causes people to go downtown to see It is 

always 11 git on the merchandise and heavy cm the idea,̂ " 

Decorative displays play an important part in build-

ing prestige for the store. On occasions such as Christmas, 

where a Santa Slaus scene is used, or Easter, where th© 

scene is built around the ''Easter bunny," the decorative 

display is very effective and gains much attention. 

Figure Ij. illustrates th© decorative display employ* 

ing the ©mate treatment of glass to form radiating lines 

of attraction era the background, while th© delicate whit© 

formal dress is contrasted against the dark shadows# Th© 

mannequin on th© left, displaying a black fur coat, has 

features that are made of grape viae with beautiful arti-

ficial leaves and glass crystal. Both selections of this 

window us© the decorative effect to advantage In gaining 

attention to the merchandise. 

3 
James Poling, "Windows to Your Wallet," Nation's 

BEtiEM# December, 1950, p. 50. 

If 
Srnest F. Young, "Some Tip® for Display Designing," 

Display World, LTOI (June, 1951), 28* 
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Fig. 4.—Decorative display 

In Figure 5# a beautiful stuffed pheasant, in the act 

of flying from a group of thistles and grain, carries out 

the theme of "pheasant browns" in a Neiman-Marcus display. 

The pheasant as well as the thistles and grain emphasize 

the color note shown on the sales message in the right 

foreground. 

Other scenes may be set by taking ordinary seed pods, 

grape vines, rocks, stumps, papier mache, or drift wood 

and glamorizing them into sanething ornate. Often times 
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fig* 5»--A beautiful decorative display 

fcat tails,M leaves and branches, and seed pods are used 

in their natural state* producing a rustic effect. 



CHAPTER III 

DETERMINING THE THEME 

Factors That Affect the Selection of a Theme 

There are certain factors that must be taken into con-

sideration before working out the theme for any display. 

Even though these factors are rather obvious* they, never-* 

theless, must be studied* 

Since window displays are the ttfacew of the store, 

it is Imperative that they reflect the general character 

of the institution. Heedless to say then, the main con-

sideration must be given to the type of store for which 

the display is to be designed* la it a fashion center, 

specialty store, or bargain store? After determining the 

type of iter® for which the appeal is to be made, the 

style and price range of the goods must be selected* In 

other words, the idea of any display mat be developed in 

such a way so as to say, "This is a specialty store and 

is knoim for fashion items," or, "This is a bargain store 

and is known for low prices.n 

Merchandise Appeal 

In order for a display to be truly effective there 

must be some definite appeal or theme when showing the 

1? 
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merchandise.3- He matter whether the merchandise is of a 

M,g*» prestige nature or whether it is of a promotional 

character# a central idea must be developed. The theme 

may be built around the season, special events of local 

or national Interest, the latest fad, the merchandise* or 

any number of other sources# 

On® of the most fruitful sources of ideas in develop-

ing th® theme has proven to be the merchandise* whether 

it is built around the brand name* the labelf construction, 

type of material* or style. Maria Masaey outlined the 

following six questions that* ifaen answered by the display-

man, will give adequate facts about the merchandise for 

building display appealt 

1. Where and when will it be used? 
2. Who will us® it? 
3. Where is It made? 
4. How is it made and who makes it? 
5* does its color have a name? -

6. What are its Important qualitiest* 

A good window may be built around the answers to any 

Of the above questions. 

Th® brand name Itself is used very effectively in pro* 

moting the central theme of a display. 

Peck and Peck had a shewing of women* s fashions de-

signed to make customers label conscious and to introduce 

James Poling, "Windows to Tour Wallet," Hatlon*a 
Business* December, 1950* p. 50. 

%aria Massey* Principles s£ Men's Wear Display, p. 139• 
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an inexpensive deoorative treatment that would show th© ia®r* 

chandise off to good advantage. Following Is an account of 

3 
the display* 

Th© flra's actual labels were enlarged aad hung 
casually as decorative signs in th© background to 
silhouette two mannequins• la order t@ focus atten-
tion to th© labels* one mannequin appeared to have 
stepped to read the sign brightly lighted by a front 
foot light* labels were likewise made into streamers 
attached to the second sign and brought forward at 
three angles to display the Peck Is Peck label. 

The display in Figure 6 is designed to answer the 

question, "Who will us© it?" The golf clubs tmm the set-

ting and indicate that the sports clothes are for outdoor 

wear# ©specially for active sports such as golf# 

Other themes based m the merchandise may be tied in 

with local and national advertising*\ Stores using tie in 

displays with large blow-ups of advertisements appearing 

in national advertising mediums have realized substantial 

sales IncreasesFor example* merchandise advertised in 

a national magazine m y be displayed in the store windows, 

reference being made to the magazine advertisement by 

strings leading fro® the merchandise to the magazine ad-

vertisement on the floor of the window* Robert Stolz states 

that nby identifying the brand and the sales message 

3 ' ' 
"Spring Influence*" Display World. January, 19^9» 

I ^ w w w w ' f i r * 

p* to. 
Robert Stola, "Merchandising with Display," Dioplar 

World, May, 1952# p. 1*2. •' n 
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-* 

Pig, 6.--A display designed to answer the question, 
"Who will use it?" 

previously beamed et the consumer through newspapers* maga-

zines , radio, television, and direct mail . . . display 

does more creative selling today than all sales people in 

existence*"̂  

Color as a fashion note is an excellent theme for a 

display. "Fashions in names of color alter with every 

season"^ and must be carefully studied by the salespeople 

'Ibid. 

322?* Henry Hichert» iTlnolplcq gad Practices 
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as well as by the display personnel. Color is just as im-

portant in fashion as the styling of the merchandise and 

for this reason should be referred to Aftaetep selling or 

displaying the goods* Magazines and trad® papers occasion-

ally publish reports of customer preference for color. 

Women's Wear Sally* for example* regularly publishes a 
? 

speeial Color Calendar. Other infonnatioa of this type 

may be obtained by contacting manufacturers and dealers# 

Special Events and Pads 

Timely windows may be arranged to tie in with seme 

local ©Tent such as the annual wBattle of Flowers Parade" 

in San Antonio or in keeping with the theme of some well 

known picture such as Samson and Delilah. Still others may 

be arranged in keeping with the latest fad such as playing 

canasta. 

Seasonal Influence 

Several periods of the year which may be referred to 

as "window seasons," and which demand speeial treatment 

are the June Weddings# the Vacation Windows* the Hallows*en 

Displays* the Thanksgiving Windows# the Valentine*s Day 

promotion, and the Christmas Windows* fhese windows are 

usually given special attention for they help to increase 

sales to a great extent* 

7Ibld» 
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Following is an account of a Valentine window by 

Dudley B. Pope: 

For a valentine group, Dudley B. Pope, Davison's, 
Atlanta used sentimental verses on large hearts for 
displays of frivolous, feminine and romantic merchan-
dise. Big white trees were abloom with hundreds of 
tiny red satin hearts. The background was pale pink, 
the floor was covered with salt, and the entire win-
down framed with frothy ruffled organdy curtains,3 

Following, in Figure ?, is a shadow-box display planned 

and constructed by distributive education students. The 

Fig, ?•—An Easter display by distributive education 
students. 

8 
"Spring Influence," op, cit. 
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black hat, trimmed in net with colorful flowers, 'is placed 

against a pink background. A variegated scarf is wrapped 

around the neck of the head form while a large Easter egg 

is to the left and a basket with white gloves is placed in 

the right foreground. Colorful redbud cuttings, framing 

the shadow-box, enlivened the entire display. 

Independence day is an extremely good promotional date 

as the following illustration shows. The figure is bursting 

1 

Pig. 3.--An Independence Day promotion 
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forth, through the masked-off background, in fashionable 

attire• 

Hot only do special seasons provide a number of themes 

for displays, but each month has several special days which 

can easily be used for promotional ideas* The following 

calendar shows a random sample of national holidays and 
Q 

special events. 

Special Events Calendar 

January 

In order to get people back in th® shopping attitude 

after the Christmas season, special promotions are con-

tinuous throughout January. Seme of th© more familiar 

sales titles are, "January White Sale#** nPre-Inventory 

Sale," and "Rummage Sale." 

Special Days i January 1 lew Year*s Day* Erablemi 
Father Time, infant, hour 
glass* 

January 1? Benjamin Franklin* s birth-
day (bora 1706)# Thrift 
Week. 

January 29 MoKinley* s birthday and 
Carnation day* Legal 
holiday. 

Birth Stone t Garnet. 

Flower s Snowdrop. 

Colors: Apple green and white. 

9"selling Goods through Window Display and Proper 
Lighting," Merchants * Service Pamphlet. Mational Cash 
Register Conpany, Dayton, 
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February 

3ales ©Teats are numerous throughout February in order 

to clear out old Inventories and add new spring merchandise. 

Sam of the special promotions are titled "After Inventory 

Sale," ''Clearance Sale," and "February Day." 

Special Daysi February 12 Lincoln*s birthday# Em-
blems! shields, flags* 
and per traits • 

February llf St. Valentine's Day. Em-
blem: hearts, cuplds, 

arrows-. 

Birth Stonei Amethyst 

Flowers Primrose 

Colorsi Red, white, and blue. 

March 

March is generally thought of as the month of kite 

flying, rain, sleet, and snow. This is an excellent time 

for suoh seasonal merchandise as raincoats, umbrellas, and 

rubber boots; however, the merchant must not overlook this 

month as the last opportunity to clear out his old stock 

and introduce his new spring styles# The most important 

special event for March is that of "Spring Opening"* while 

others would be "Fre-Iaster Sales," and varying types of 

promotion sales. 

Special Days? March if Inauguration Day (once in four 
years). 
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March 17 St. Patrick*® Day, Emblems: 
Shamrocks# harps, pipes. 

March 21 First day of spring# Emblems; 

birds, flowers* butterflies* 

Birth Stone 8 Aquamarine. 

Floweri Violet. 

Color: Coral* and apple green. 

April 

This is the month that everyone, especially the ladies, 

look forward to in order to buy something new for Easter. 

Many women would not go to church on Easter morning with-

out a new hat and it is suspected that men are almost as 

bad. This month then could be classified as the month for 

new, fashionable merchandise. 

Special Dayst April 1 April Pool's Day. Emblems? 
the jester, fool's caps, bells. 

April 26 Confederate Memorial Day, 
Emblemsi flags, wreaths* 

(Date varies) Easter* Emblem: Bunny 
rabbit, eggs, church. 

Birth Stones Emerald, 

Flower: Lily of the valley. 

Color: Yellow and red, yellow and blue, red, white, 
and blue. 

May 

May is a pleasant month in which newness of merchan-

dise is the general selling theme. 

Special Days? lay 1 May Day. Emblemsi May baskets. 
Maypole• 
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(Second Sunday) Mother's Day* Emblem: Carnation. 

Maj 18 Peace Day. Emblem: Dow* 

Kay 30 Memorial Day. Emblems flags 
and wreaths. 

Birth Stonej Diamond# 

Flowers Daisy 

Colorsi Violet and white# purple and white. 

June 

June is traditionally the month of romance and mar-

riage* summer, and graduation. Feature events: June 

Brides1 Sale, wedding gifts* graduation presents* summer 

clothes* and all sorts of sporting goods* 

Special Days: June Bridal season# Emblem: bells* 
rings* confetti. 

June 3 Jefferson* s birthday* Legal 
holiday# 

(Date varies) Father*s Day* Emblem* picture 
of father. 

June Uj. Flag Day. Emblems flags# 

June 21 First day of summer, toblemi 
birds* flowers. 

Birth Stone: Pearl. 

Flowers Wild rose. 

Colors: White and nlle green; red* white* and blue; 
any pastel colors. 

July 

July is the beginning of vacation time and appropriate 

sales would be luggage* sports clothes* sporting goods* and 
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camping equipment. Besides special promotions of vacation 

merchandise, clearance sales of summer goods are quite 

frequent. 

Special Dayss July Vacation. Colors cool pastel 
shades* 

July If Independence Day# Emblem: 
flags, shields* and fire-
crackers . 

July 20 Hatlooal Farm Safety Week# 

July 25 Rational Invent OPS Week. 

Birth Stonei Ruby, 

Flowers Water lily. 

Colors: Red, white, and blue* 

August 

Although clearing sales continue throughout this month, 

other feature events include vacation needs, out-of-door 

merchandise* and back to school needs, 

Special Days! August 3 Friendship Day. 

August 16 Celebrated in Vermont as 
anniversary of the Battle of 
Bennington. 

Birth Stone: Sardonyx. 

FlowerJ Poppy. 

Colors: Pastel shades of blue, green, and yellow. 

September 

Autumn takes over the spot light during September 

and there are unlimited opportunities for featuring various 

types of autumn merchandise such as back to school needs, 

fashion clothing, and piece goods. 
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Special Days J September Labor Day (First Monday). 

September 20 National Kids* Day 

September 23 First day of autumn and 
time for fall openings. 

Birth Stcaa©i Sapphire. 

Floweri Morning glory* 

Colors: Reda, browns, sand yellows* 

October 

October Is the beginning of the best selling season 

in which heavy garments are shown* Selling events s Foot-

ball season# hunting season* apparel# furniture# and home 

furnishings. 

Special Daysi October 15 Fir® Prevention Week, 

October 21 Apple day, or Apple week, 

October 31 Hallowe'en* Emblems: witches, 
cats# bats* 

Birth Stone: Opal* 

Flowers Hops, 

Colors; Orange and black. 

November 

The brisk, chilly days of November create a demand for 

heavy articles of clothing and Thanksgiving provides an ex-

cellent opportunity for a lively merchandising campaign. 

Special Days? November Election day* The first 
Tuesday after the first Mon-
day of the month. 

November 11 Armistice Day* Emblems 
flags of Allies# poppies. 
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(I»ast Thursday) Thanksgiving. Emblems 

Turkeys, horn ©f plenty. 

Birth Stone* Topaz. 

Flower? Chrysanthemum . 

Colors: Red, burnt russet* orange* 

December 

Christmas, with its spirit of good will and good 

cheer, is the most sentimental holiday of the year* Sen® 

of the best displays for this holiday season are those 

that suggest just the right gifts# Displays must be kept 

fresh and attractive and remember to attract and interest 

children in the Christmas campaign. 
Special Dayst December 22 First day of winter. 

Emblem: icicles, snow-
covered branches. 

December 25 Christmas Day. Emblem: 
Santa Glaus, holly, bells, 
candles. 

Birth StoneI Turquoise. 

Flowert Holly. 

Colors} led and green* 

Dramatizing Displays 

As the old saying suggests, "variety is the spice of 

life," so it is with display teohnique. 

To keep your audience interested, you would do 
well to change the character of your displays as 
often as possible . . . the more versatile your bag 
of tricks, the greater will be your success. 

10Massey, 0£« cit., p. 137. 
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On© of til® ways to "change face" of displays is to 

make use of dramatization. Dramatization displays are 

those in which merchandise is placed in a realistic* true-

to-life* or in another appropriate setting in order that 

the goods tell a vivid, awing story. Displays which pre-

sent the dramatie appeal gain the customer's attention, 

her interest# her desire and her action# which is in 

reality the objective of all displays. 

A highly dramatic perfume presentation is shewn in 

Figure 9. this display suggests that women are attracted 

to aen wh® are thoughtful enough to bring gifts, especially 

rare French perfume. "The trap was set and the girl was 

caught.* 
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Fig* 9*—Dramatizing French perfume 

w 



CMPfEE IV 

BACKGROUND 

Purpose 

1 The background of any display may very well determine 

the amount of success the presentation may achieve. Layout, 

balance, construction, choice osf colors, and the theme may 

be worked out in detail, yet lack something if the back-

ground does not fit the promotion. The purpose of the back-

ground, then, is to form a colorful, realistic* or true-
I 

to-life atmosphere for the merchandise being displayed, j 

Background adds color and dramatizes goods that would other-

wise fall flat| it creates a definite atmosphere that helps 
1\ 

present an idea or in making an Impression. Backgrounds 

do not have to be elaborate in order to be effective, but 

rather the simple easy-1©-understand backgrounds enjoy more 

continued success. The reason for this is that simple 

backgrounds create a stronger impression, therefore makes 

it easy to remember. Many elaborate displays are failures 

because they have a tendency to detract from the merchan-

dise.2 There is one thing that should be kept in mind-* 

you are selling merchandise and not background material 1 
*ltoester School Window Display Course# 

2Ibld. 
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Seasonal Displays 

Just as the character of the merchandise determines the 

character of the background, special seasonal ©Tents dictate 

to© general type of merchandise as well as background to be 

displayed# A church scene would very definitely be repre-

sentative of the June bride, while a background of Father 

Time would suggest lew Year's Day, When sports wear or 

sporting goods are to be displayed, an outdoor scene would 

fit the purpose. If seasonal goods, such as fur coats, were 

displayed in an opera scene, the results would be favorable. 

On the other hand, if work cloth©s were pictured in front of 

an office background the display would be confusing and un-

interesting to the passerby. 

Background plays an important part in introducing 

fashion trends, especially those fashions concerned with 

color. Through the repetition of certain color in the back* 

ground, as well as in merchandise displayed, this color is 

keynoted as being In vogue# or the right ©olor for the season. 

The opera scene sets the stage for the fashion merchan-

dise shown in Figure 10. The small drawing of the stage 

on the background gives the appearance of distance as though 

the observer is standing in the entrance to a box directly 

behind the mannequin in the foreground. The seats in the 

foreground and the shadows east on the wall to the left 

create a very appropriate atmosphere for the merchandise 

being displayed. 



Pig. 10.—The opera scene produces an excellent back-
ground for such fashionable merchandise. 

35 
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Types of Backgrounds 

Although display backgrounds are of many different 

types, there are two main classes-~decorative backgrounds 

and situation backgrounds. The main purpose of a decora-

tive background 1® to add to the appearance of, or to set 

the stage for, the merchandise, mfoile the situation back-

ground lends the true ••to-life atmosphere • 

Decorative backgrounds as a rule are simple and easy 

to construct while situation backgrounds are often compli-

cated. 

People get tired of seeing nothing but the decorative 

type of display day In and day out or either never see the 

display, so It would seem advisable to change to situation 

backgrounds occasionally. Since situation backgrounds may 

be ©hanged frequently, they give the store a new "face" 

each time they are changed.-̂  

An example of the selling power of situation back-

grounds is given by Edwards and Howard below; 

Om Hew York store had this experience with a 
promotion of boys* suits: the original display con-
sisted of a plain beige screen as a background, with 
the suits draped on forms, arranged in conventional 
fashion* The proper accessories, such as hats, shoes, 
Shirts, and neckties, completed the characteristic 
decorative effect# After the display had been in the 
window for a few days the publicity director, dis-
satisfied with the sales results, called the display 
manager into his office and discussed with him an idea 
- - • 

9• Edwards and W# H« Howard, Retail Advert!si TUP 
and Sales Promotion, p. SH. " 8 6 
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for a new display of the same suits. A situation back-
ground was built, representing a typical backyard scene, 
showing the corner of a house# a wooden fence, and 
papier mache trees* The suits were fitted on movable 
mannequins, which were posed in the act of climbing 
the fence, and "shinning" up the trees. The entire 
effect was startlingly realistic, portraying the suits 
as they would be worn by boys in actual use. A large 
sign was made which read: "These suits were built to 
withstand rough-and-tumble wear." The sub-caption 
was: "The strongly sewn seams wonft * give* easily; 
the material is sturdy, home-spun--hard to snag; 
pockets are doubly reinforced against tearing," The 
effect was so vivid and compelling that the suits 
sold readily from the window display, without any 
other form of advertising. 

In Figure 11 a campus snack bar creates a situation 

background for the mannequins as they would appear drinking 

u 

Pig. 11.—A situation display 
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a cc&e between classes* Popularity of salts is shown by 

each mannequin being dressed In a similar type suit* 

While the situation type of background is good in 

promoting a selling idea, caution must be used in creating 

the situation so that the observer's attention la not 

focused on the situation but rather on the merchandise. 

Background of the window shell itself may fall Into 

m e of three classificationsi (1) open backgrounds, (2) 

semi-closed backgrounds, and (3) closed backgrounds. 

S M M backgrounds.—This type of background has bee w e 

increasingly popular in the last few years* especially in 

department and specialty stores where before It had seldom 

been used. Among the establishments that have made use of 

open backgrounds to a great extent are grocery# drug, candy 

bakery, and furniture stores. The reason merchants prefer 

the open background Is that people may look directly into 

the store. Prospective customers view the whole store at 

a glance, thereby gaining an Impression of the type of 

merchandise handled. People had rather know what type 

st w e they are about to enter without ha via® to go inside. 

Wben open background windows make an Inviting picture of 

attractively arranged merchandise with a pleasing store at-

mosphere, the customer will more readily go inside. 

Open background windows are not without disadvantages. 

The one main objection to this type of window is that 

# 
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attention is not centered on the merchandise; Hie passerby 

looks past the display into the store. Part of this may 

be overcome by using a small decorative screen to form a 

setting for the goods displayed* but yet would not obstruct 

the view of the store* Many grocery stores' windows have a 

gradual slope upwards from the bottom of the glassed-in 

front# «here clean, appetizing displays aay be observed 

without obstructing the view into the store* In department 

and specialty stores* background m y be furnished by a low 

railing or narrow decorative panel. 

Seai-closed backgrounds«""•Businesses. such; as Jswelry, 

bakery# and candy stores, utoich sell directly from the show 

windows profit from the partly closed background. As a 

rule, the background for this type of window is two or three 

feet high, of paneled wood, velvet curtains or velvet covered 

panels § imitation rock or of similar Materials# In order 

to "dress up" this background, any number of decorations 

are used, such as flowers, ribbons, posters, and decorative 

panels. Sons of the stores enclose the top part of the 

window with plate glass in order to keep the Merchandise 

clean and free from dust. 

Cloaed backgrounds. —When merchandise in a window is 

enclosed by two walls and background, the display is classi-

fied as a closed background display# 

The argument for closed backgrounds is that the ob-

server's attention is focused on the merchandise rather 
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than having divided attention, between til# display and the 

activities of the store# Another advantage of this type of 

window display is that colorful, real!atic backgrounds may 

be added. 

Design, Materials, and Construction 

Present day promotions are dominated by simple, easy-

to-underatand displays. In order for the merchandise to 

take the "spotlight," background design and materials should 

be siisple and act as a stage or setting far the goals# 

Typical present day displays are those that are simple 

in background design and construction. People of today are 

living a fast pace and just do not take time to get the full 

impact ©f the more complicated displays, but rather turn to 

the display which 1ms a direct, "to-the-point11 sales message. 

Simplicity of design is shown in the photograph la 

Figure 12. the sturdy brick column and the rattan design 

give a masculine appearance and add color to the display. 

The few flowers add a touch of harmonizing color to that of 

the shirts as well as indicate the season of the year. The 

shirts, as shown on the forms, indicate that they are styled 

to be worn either buttoned or open collared* The shirts on 

the floor show that a variety of colors Is offered in the 

same style. Bright colored socks, such as those shown on 

the form go well with the shirts and add to the display. 
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Pig. 12.--Simplicity of design and materials in the 
background makes this an attractive display. 
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Although the ties help to add color to the display, 

they have no relation to sport shirts of this nature and 

should not be included. 

Th© Background Sales Message 

the background sales massage was introduced as a 

teaser idea, but has developed into on® of lie most force-

ful selling points outside of th® merchandise itself# This 

message usually points out style# quality# construction, 

price, or season* When the background sales message is 

coordinated with the merchandise and accessory groups, 

there is no room for doubt as to the type of theme or pro-

motion shown* 

Color and shape of the ahowcard itself should harmonize 

with the rest of the display and should be placed in such 

a way that it becomes an integral part of the window 

pattern.^" Hot only are the foregoing elements necessary, 

but the color and style of lettering should harmonize with 

that of th© message on the showcard. For example, copy 

for the promotion of western clothes would have a rustic# 

out-of-doors appearance while for a window of fashion goods 

a message written in fomal script on stiff white paper 

would be appropriate. 

4 
Maria Massey# Principles Men*a Wear Display, p. 11?. 



For an excellent application of the background sales 

message refer to Figure 13* Tlie letter written by the 

designer of the top coat is enlarged and placed on the 

easel, producing a dynamic selling message directed at 

toe observer. 
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Fig. 13«~A background sales message in the form of a 
letter is certain to be read by all window shoppers. 

% 



CHAPTER ¥ 

FIXTURES 

Fixtures in Relation to Background 

In recent years, manuf acturera have eome to realize 

tli® importance of beauty, line, and design, as well as th® 

factionalism of display fixture units. Accordingly, 

beautiful fixtures and props have been developed from wire, 

wood, plastics, glass, metals, papier mach©# and rattan. 

Like background, display fixtures help to form a 

setting and develop emotional appeal for the merchandise* 

Customers are emotional about their shopping. 
They like to find merchandise easily—pick it up 
and feel it—know quickly what 11? costs—and th© 
stores that put • • » ̂ notional appeal into their 
displays will pull customers away from cold, color-
less competitors. Well-designed props, settings, 
flowers, mannequins, and fixtures will give stores 
drama and emotional appealA 

Purpose of Fixtures 

Although tiie primary purpose of display props and* 

fixtures Is to support and show the goods off to best ad-

vantage, fixtures add much to the "scene" or background for 

the merchandise. Sot only do the fixtures and props show 

the quality, style, color, and textures of the merchandise, 

« "Without Showmanship—Display Can't 
Do Its Full Job," Display World. LX (February, 1952), 72. 

kS 
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but they dramatlz© the goods and "tell the customer the 

2 

story in as tew words as possible." 

According to Maria Massey, display props or fixtures 

are used for three different purposes as follows: 

1. To hold pieces or assortments of merchandise 
2. to oak# the display more attractive and to 

create atmosphere 
3. fo illustrate and emphasise some character-

istic or selling point of the displayed merchandise 

Types of Props and Fixtures 

Props and fixtures m y be classified as functional, 

decorative# or symbolic. Those fixtures or props designed 

primarily for the purpose of supporting articles of mer-

chandise are called functional props. Becorative props, as 

the name implies, are those used to make the display more 

attractive and to create atmosphere. The third group of 

fixtures are those designed to represent some occasion or 

to emphasize some outstanding feature er characteristic of 

the merchandise. 

Fixtures do not have to foe of formal design to be 

effective, but can be anything from a clothes line to a 

piece of drift wood. For example, a beautiful tree with 

rust or golden brown leaves lends a decorative touch and at 

the same time acts as a functional prop when supporting 

fall slacks, sport shorts# and ties* Many symbolic props 

help to make the display more attractive as well as serve 

2Jaek T. Chord, Window Display Manual, p. 29. 
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as functional fixtures. A wagon wheel and a bale of hay, 

for example* are symbolic of the west and when articles of 

western clothes are placed en them they serve as functional 

props as well. 

Standard fixtures such as mannequins, "Tn-stands, 

coat forms# hosiery forms, and many other variations of fix-

tures serve but one main purpose*-to support merchandise In 

a desired fixed angle for the customer's inspection# These 

functional fixtures should be as simple as possible so 

that attention is not directed away from the merchandise* 

On all stands and forms where the bases are visible, these 

fixtures should be of the same material and design# When 

the basic props used in the same display are made of glass# 

plastic, wood, or other materials, the presentation looks 

"patched and unprofessional, no matter how attractive each 

individual fixture might be in Itself#H^ 

Because it is often necessary that some articles ap-

pear at different levels in the display, another set of 

basic props are used to elevate the merchandise# Solid 

platfows and blocks are especially good for this purpose# 

The size and shape of these blocks will be deterained by 

the size of the window and the kind of effects desired# 

Rectangles, squares, ovals, and island shaped blocks are 

best for this use# Hound clear plastic coliaans, with 

%ar!a Massey, Principles of Wen's Wear Display, p. 97, 
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hollow centers, are good structural props upon which a 

glass shelf may be placed to display merchandise. These 

plastic columns may be filled with colored liquid, flowers, 

or other color producing elements. When not used as a 

decorative or functional prop as stated, they may be used to 

display accessory groups of merchandise. 

In small stores, display props and fixtures are se-

lected or built with the idea la mind that they serve as 

decorative as well as functional units. 

A garden ladder, for example, will appear in 
spring displays, as a symbol of spring cleaning and 
a prop for spring ties. In autumn this same ladder 
might reappear, painted a different color and lean-
ing against the, background, to serve as a ramp for 
shoes or socks.^ 

Specialty stores and large department stores, on the other 

hand, frequently select strikingly decorative props to en<* 

hance the appearance of the window and to build prestige 

for the store. Care must be taken when using these dec era"* 

tlve units in any display, and this is ©specially true In 

a small window. Occasionally a display is ruined because 

it contains too much of the decorative treatment which de-

tracts from the merchandise. Once again this word of 

warning is appropriates You are selling merchandise 

not background materials or props. 

Symbolic props are an invaluable aid to the dlsplayman 

In getting a selling point over to the customer. "Clothes 

Ibid., p. 103. 
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pins, suspended in the foreground of a sport shirt display 

®ake a sign* stating that the shirts are washable, almost 

unnecessary*w"* A fireplace provides an excellent setting 

fox* displaying winter suits# while a moss-covered bucket 

and water well are symbolic of coolness* These symbolic 

props are as numerous as the imagination and ingenuity of 

the display man. 

Source of Fixtures 

The use of ecraion materials and objects in an unusual 

Manner has always been an excellent source of fixtures and 

props* Below are examples of articles and materials used 

in this way: 

Chairs—painted gold, silver, white, and pastels* 
Used in realistic setting or m y be hung 
fro® celling at unusual angles* 

Blbbon—hung from ceiling and suspending merchandise 

Cloud—-Glass shelving in a ©loud made of spun glass 
is especially good for perfume and small 
itaaa to be displayed. 

Stair step fixtures—realistic manner or for elevation 

Ladder--realistic or decorative effect 

Abstract forms—mannequins made of roots, and so on 

Picture frames—antiques or modern frames 

Use of kite and spider webb 

*Ibld, 
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Readapting Fixtures 

Even a® fashion merchandise changes frequently# so do 

the fixtures ehangej what is new today will be old tomorrow. 

The ever present problem of ©hanging props and fixtures so 

that they appear new or different is an endless challenge 

t© the display man. Since fee majority of display depart-

ments work m a Halted budget# display men are constantly 

working to give new "face" to their fixtures in order that 

they my he wed over and over. 

toe of the prime considerations of the dlsplayman is 

the oorreet selection of fixtures so that the "fixtures and 

fee merchandise go together to make up one coherent* unified 
6 

selling presentation.H Often old props and fixtures will 

have to be readapted to meet this need. There are as many 

ways of changing the appearance of the fixture units as 

feere are different kinds of merchandise. Since the largest 

part of the display dollar is spent on fixtures and props 

it would be to the advantage of the display man to change 
the effect through these various methods, fainting alone 

does not change the appearance of dlsplayera, but by adding 

to, or taking away from a unit and then painting, various 

effects are created.® 

^Vernon H. <3ones. "Fixtures and Equipment *M Display 
World. Liv (April, 19k9)p 25. " W r i * 

^Stanley 1. Thompson, "Display Personnel Training," 
Western Display. Ill (July, 1950), 11. g 

aibld. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DESIGH AND AKRAIGEMSff 

Design Principles 

To be pleasing# a display most possess the desl®a 

principles of harmony or unity* order and color. 

Unity* Order* and Color 

Unity or harmony is the first principle of design. 

It means a pleasing arrangement and relationship between 

tiie ©enter of interest and the articles as well as between 

the figures and background. It la the force that leads 

the eye from one place to another in the window and hold® 

the observer*® attention on the merchandise. This foree 

keeps the window from appearing scattered and uninteresting* 

Therefore* every display must have unity or all interest is 

lost. 

Order is the placing of all elements of a display into 

a simple* orderly arrangement or plan# so that the viewer 

may see olearly the Merchandise and the accompanying window* 

display cards# The content of such a window is quickly 

viewed and the idea is olearly grasped by the observer# 

Order is gained through arrangement! this may 
be achieved by observing the principles of formal 

51 
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balance, infoxraal balance, rhythm, contrast, pro-
gression, and radiation.1 

Balance.—To gain order and attractiveness, a display 

must possess acme kind of balance.# Ho matter ho® much time 

has been spent la selecting toe right merchandise, the right 

colore, determining the theme, and constructing an Ideal 

background, no display will be pleasing and attractive with-

out balance* 

When reference is made to balance In display, it is 

defined Mas the grouping of shapes and objects around a 

center point of interest la such a way that there will be 
2 

maximum attraction value.n In other words, balance la the 

proper arrangement of merchandise so that an Imaginary line 

may be dram down the middle of the window and each side 

will appear to have equal attraction value or apparent 

weight* Balance can best b# Illustrated by examination of 

title seesaw in Figure llf. Objects of the same weight will 

balance when placed the same distance from the center point* 

When on© object is heavier than another* the heavier object 

must be placed closer t© the center in order to get proper 

balance* 

Balance Is not only achieved by the placing of mer-

chandise of equal else and height in proper positions, but 

*<*• Hemr filchert, Principles and Practices, 

and Sales Promotion* p* 528* 
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Pig. lif,~-Balance as exemplified by the seesaw 

also by the use of oolor, line, and design In the back-

ground. 

Color is just as Important as the si2© and shape re* 

lationshlp in balance, the warm colors are heavy while 

cool colors are light. Red* for instance* is heavier than 

blue and violet appears heavier than green. Certainly it 

would be to the advantage of those preparing a display to 

consider this aspect of balance and to select the right 

color of merchandise as well as background materials to be 

used* 

Basic? props and background cannot produce the desired 

results without the use of color* Color produces moods# 

enhances the appeal of the merchandise# and ttereates an 

Imaediate emotional responseColors have definite as-

sociations as well as suggestive influence* 

'Richard Adams Rathbone, Introduction to Functional 
Design* p. lllf 
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In building windows to suggest different parts 
of the world, different seasons of the year, even 
different hours of the day, the display man ©an use 
color to help M s portray the ideas, and meaning that 
the windows are intended to convey.^ 

In assembling the different unit-groups that go to 

stake up a completed display, there are two types of balance 

that aay be used. They are known as formal and informal 

balance* 

Formal balance is achieved by the placing of objects 

of equal size, shape, texture, and color the same distance 

from the ©enter point of interest# This type of display 

produces a sense of statellness, dignity, and formality, 

calling attention to a focal point in the exact center of 

the composition* 

The men*s wear display illustrated in Figure IS is a 

good example of formal balance. As ©an be seen, the 

mannequin in the middle group is just to the right of the 

center point of the window and is balawed by fee fan 

shaped prop holding shirts and shaving equipment. Since 

the mannequin in the center group is fee tallest and ex-

hibits a ©omplete suit of clothing, this be©ernes the focal 

point for the whole display. An exact reproduction of each 

other, the second and third groups are placed the same dis» 

tance from the focal point, thereby balancing the whole 

window. 

^Richert, ££. olt.. p. 207. 
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Since double-breasted suits are often thought of as 

correct business men's attire, the formal balance in this 

display gives the appearance of dignity and formality, 

which is in keeping with the type of suits being presented. 

Fig» 15 • A formal balance arrangement 

Informal balance is the grouping of merchandise or 

objcets of different sizes, shapes, textures, and colors in 

such a way that each half of the window appears to be of 

equal weight. The effects of informal balance are quite 

different from those of formal balance. It strikes the 
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observer more quickly and more vigorously. It arouses an 

immediate react!cm, a ourlosity to see what makes the de-

si*pa well balanced. Because It is less obvious than formal 

balance, it tends to attract attention and to set the ob-

server to thinking. Things balanced in this way suggest 

eye movement. Focal points are not dead stops in the center, 

but are pauses in a forceful design. 

Informal balance is particularly well suited for show* 

lag style and fashion merchandise. While the mannequin is 

placed a little to the left or right of the exact center of 

the window, balance is achieved by the supporting fixtures 

and decorative panels. Below is an illustration of informal 

balance. 

Pig. 16.—Infernal balance 

Refer to the photograph in Figure 1? and study the 

balance for a moment. If you will observe# the mannequin 

in evening wear is In the background and to the right of 

center and is balanced by the panel drawing of the two fig-

ures on the background and the books in the foreground. 
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Fig. 17.—Informal balance 
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As the panel la the background is taller and nearer the 

center# and with the books displayed in the foreground, the 

darker and heavier mass at til© right is perfectly balanced. 

Set only is it balanced from left to right, but also from 

baek to front, She taller panel in the background is 

balanced by the mannequin, which ie about half the distance 

from the back of the window, plus the book# which aire placed 

way up front to distribute the weight. The theme for the 

window, which is built around the novel appearing in the 

right foreground, "The Lusty Texans of Dallas," is empha-

sized by the drawing of the opera scene en the background* 

The shadow cast upon the panel also reflects a theatrical 

atmosphere. 

Rhythm*-»'*Rhythnu or repetition, occurs when similar 

items of merchandise are repeated in a window display to 

create a pattern*"-* It is this repetition that ̂ Lves a 

display smoothness, that element that makes a design pleas* 

ing and effective* A unit-group of merchandise, made up of 

a number of objects of similar nature, is much more effec-

tive than the same grouping would be if made up of a number 

of different items* For this reason, a window made up of 

one line is more appealing than one consisting of a number 

of different lines. 

The shadow box display in Figure 18 represents the 

principle of repetition. Beautiful fall ties in varying 

^Ibld. 
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renotitfon18*""A d l s p l a y representing the principle of 

shades of brown and green are displayed on a chain-like 

fixture that forms a semicircular pattern. Even though 

different patterns are present in the ties, repetition ia 

brought about by aligning the ties in toe same manner in 

a semicircle on the fixture. 

Variation.—Variation or contrast is achieved when 

different units are placed near each other, "so that their 

„6 differences rather than their likenesses are emphasized. 
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A small item will stand, out when surrounded by larger items* 

Dark objects will show up best when placed against light 

objects. For example, "in a flock of whit© sheep, a black 

on© stands oat by its unusual value.Likewise, warn 

colors are effective against cool colors* and cool colors 

stand out against warn colors. Texture contrasts are 

brought about by using rough textures against smooth sur-

faces or by using smooth surfaced materials against rough 

textures. 

Progress1cm.--The principle of progression Involves 

the changing of units of merchandise and props in such a 

way that gives the appearance of growth or spreading out* 

Units of design progress, or build up, fro® small to large, 

frcra dark to light, or bright to dull. There are as many 

different ways to present progression displays as the imagi-

nation permits. The process of growth may begin on the 

background and build up to the front, or it may begin on 

the floor of the window and build upwards. Sera® articles 

may be shown to advantage against circular backgrounds, 

while others are sore attractive by building them up in the 

form of squares, ovals, and rectangles. On© of the most 

effective progression displays is constructed by using 

varying sizes of old picture frames. An example of this 

type of progression is illustrated in Figure 19# Th® 

^Rathbone, og. clt.. p* 203. 
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gi 

- •»*< r s * , - ' 

Pig. 19.—A display showing the prints iple of progression 

6l 
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illusion of growth begins with th© smaller group at the 

back and builds up to the larger one in front. Hot only 

has th® frame grown to include a handbag as an accessory# 

but the flowers themselves have progressed in size# A 

window of this nature sews to advance to meet the observer 

and produces an inviting and appealing presentation# 

Radiation*--In radiation the design begins at a central 

point and spreads in an outward direction from this point. 

The observer1 s eye is directed to the ©enter point byway 

of the radiating lines. 

An excellent example of radiation is that of th® wagon 

wheel. The hub acts as the central point and the spokes 

proceed in an outward direction and tend to guide the eye 

back to the ceater# 

Arrangement 

Every window display has one part which is more im-

portant than the rest* This part is called the center of 

interest. Th® center of interest need not necessarily be 

one single object or figure* but can be a number of things 

placed together to form a related group. 

One mannequin, with accessories used in relation to it, 

is particularly well suited to form the center of interest 

in a fashion window. In placing the mannequin in a window, 

it is more effective if not placed in the exact center. On 

the other hand, it should not be placed too far to either 

corner. 
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When more than one mannequin Is being used in a com-

position, they should never be placed in the same position. 

8 

According to fed Sol anon, these mannequins should not be 

placed in the window as straight sticks* but should be 

treated as real people. Place them in conversational 

groups. In a men*s wear display, for example, one manne-

quin might be standing with his hand m the shoulders of 

another man while both of them appear to be talking to a 

third person. The turn of the head, the pointing of the 

toe or hand, and the angle of the body help to lead the eye 

through the composition. 

Merchandise may be arranged In several different groups, 

but "the only thing that makes merchandise different is 

its selling features~~lts selling points—its selling 
9 

Interest." 

Composition of Arrangement 

The average window display is made up of two or more 

groups or units of merchandise. The composition or ar-

rangement of these items In the window must be considered 

first from the standpoint of the formation of the individual 

units. Sufficient units mast be grouped together to fill 

the window with some suggestion of a balanced arrangement. 

Q ' ~ 
Ted Solomon# "Display Must Be Constantly Alert to »©w 

and Changing Ideas,* louthern Display Hews, IX (June, 19$1), 
XO# 

%bld. 
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Just how these merchandise units may be built up will 

vary according to the theme and the items. Sam® lines can 

be draped while ether items of the self-contained or pack-

aged variety will have to be built up in stacks ©r on special 

display stands to gain attractive effects* Despite the 

great variety in the lines of merchandise to be displayed 

in show windows» there are six basic fomatlons as follows t 

1. The pyramid 1̂ . Th® fan 
2# The zig-zag |» The circle 

3# The step 6. Th® arch 

Pyramid grouping* —The triangle or pyramid is rated 

as one of the best examples of balance that it is possible 

to have* It is almost impossible to imagine a pyramid 

upsetting any grouping of objects arranged to follow the 

general outlines of a pyramid will have the effect of 

being in balance. 

Variety of appearance is almost unlimited in pyramid 

grouping. In many displays, particularly in the grocery 

field where cans and packages of food stuffs are of equal 

sl%e* the merchant makes use of the solid pyramid grouping* 

For an illustration of this type of grouping see figure 2G. 

Other items may be placed on a pyramid of steps as 

illustrated in Figure 21. The pyramid of steps may be made 

Into semicircular shape, or they may be square, rectangular, 

triangular, or oval, the principle of the pyramid gradually 

tapering to the top remaining the same. 



Fig* 20.—Solid pyramid grouping 

Sosae Items, such as Jewelry and aeeessories# can be 

shown to best advantage by using the open pyramid effect 

Fig. 21 • —Pyramid of steps 
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as illustrated In Figure 22. This may be made with a 

double or triple deck arrangement of pedestals and shelves# 

building up from the larger shelves at the bottom to the 

smaller ones on top. Any number of different materials 

are used in these units but glass and plastic have proven 

to be nest popular* 

Fig. 22.— Open pyramid grouping 

Still other it m a are best displayed m Individual 

stands. The pyramid idea* in this case* may be carried 

out by grouping three stands* a high one in the center with 

lower ones m the sides. Shoes* hats, men*® neckwear, and 

similar lines are often grouped in this manner. 

While these suggestions for the pyramid groups apply 

to the smaller Items of merchandise* it will be found that 
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the general trend of the pyramid can often be employed in 

draping piece goods and in the grouping of ready-to-wear 

items for either men or women* 

Zlg-sag grouping.—Zig-zag grouping occurs when ar-

ticles of merchandise are placed in alternating depth# in 

the window as shown in Figure 23« This grouping may be used 

Fig. 23•»»Zig~zag grouping 

as a form of line direction in guiding the eye hack and 

forth fro® foreground to background and focal point. In 

shoving a number of small similar objects# this grouping is 

very good because so many articles may be shown without 

creating a jumbled appearance« 

Step grousing* —One of the most effective ways of 

grouping merchandise in a display unit to carry out the 

effect of rhythm is to make use of the step arrangement. 
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The steps may vary by being lined up in horizontal* tilted, 

or slanted arrangement. This type of grouping is ©specially 

good for displaying various sizes of the saw® article of 

merchandise. This would apply to luggage* boys' clothing, 

rugs* and other household articles. Figure 24 exemplifies 

the step grouping. 

/ f\ V k 

Fig. 24.--Step grouping 

Pan grouping. —Another fundamental formation that is 

used in window composition is known as the fan or sunburst 

effect as suggested in Figure 25• Mnes that begin at a 

central point and spread in an outward direction catch the 

eye and direct the attention back to the point fro® which 

it originated. 
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Fig* 25 • —Pan grouping 

In merchandise groups, the fan idea can be applied to 

many different items. This arrangement is good for sport-

ing goods such as golf clubs or tennis rackets? household 

utensils such as brooms, ©ops, and dusters; and light-

weight items from the drug and notions departments. 

Circle grouping * —Many items are either too small or 

so delicately packaged that they cannot be built up in the 

usual fowtations for heavier objects. Quite often these 

are best displayed by mounting them on a flat surface In 

the shape of a circle as in Figure 26. 

Arch grouping. —Sometimes a half-circle, forming an 

arch with a span of four or five feet may be used to bridge 

a spaa across the back of the window with the items mounted 

on this. This type of grouping is well suited for bargain 
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&ni variety stores. An example of Hi# arch grouping Is 

shown below. 

Sport ges 

Fig# 27#--AMb gmjplag* 



CHAPTER VII 

COLOR HI DISPLAYS 

Everywhere about us eolor is in evidence. The clothes 

we wear, Mi© car we drive, and all living things of nature 

possess their own peculiar color* 

Just as color combinations are important to the well-

dressed parson, so it is with display. Whether it be things 

of nature, our clothing* or certain displays, eolor has an 

influence on our feelings. "It can cheer us or depress us,"1 

induce action or cause indifference. Some colors appear 

warn and vital while others are cool and calm. These 

senses of color seem to relate themselves to human nature. 

"Many people are active and vigorous like red. Other® ar® 

more reserved like blue. Still others have the cheerful 
2 

nature of orange, op the refreshing charm of green." 

According to scientific study, people generally 
are attracted to colors that ar® in harmony with their 
personalities 

Extroverts have a tendency to like red while introverts 

seem to favor blue. Paber Birren writes: 

^Virginia B. Oresham, "Color--The Life of Creativity," 

School Arts* June, 1951, p. 338* 

2Faber Birren, Character Analysis through Color. 

3Ibld. 
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Purple is frequently popular among artist® * » . 
for purple lias subtle qualities not found with most 
other hues. Yellow may b© preferred by persons with 
strong spiritual * » . inclination# Where the choice 
may be for an intermediate color such as blue-green 
a financial nature may be exposed, 

• * . athletic people prefer red* intellectuals 
blue, egotists yellow, while the conventional favor 
orange,4 

Colors should not be used just because they are pretty# 

but rather for a specific purpose—to alter the dimensions 

of space* to show up the merchandise to best advantage* or 

to add atmosphere or "feeling" to the display# 

In planning the color for a display, think in terms of 

two things* the mood to be created and the color of the 

article itself. 

Color suggests almost any desired mood, so decide upon 

the mood to be created and build the colors of the display 
Sj 

around the color of the article.-' 

Both interior and window displays are a very important 

promotion medium and unless the following three basic rules 

are followed they will not be completely successful*^ 
1* Merchandise must be exposed under conditions 

of extreme color* value* and texture contrast* 
2. Goods must be displayed so ttmt they are at 

right angles to the moving customer's line of sight* 

^Faber Blrren* "People Who Think in Color*" Science 
Digest> XXVIII (November, 1950), 3-1*. 

^Howard P. Abrahams* Irving 0. Eldredge* W. Arthur 
©ray* and Harold lelnicove* Display Manual* p. 88. 

6 
James Poling* "Windows to Your Wallet*" Hatlon1 s 

Business. December, 1950* pp. 50-53. 
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3. Each Item must be surrounded with ordered* 
space so that It can be seen clearly as well as 
quiokly. 

The Color Wheel 

Single colors are seldom unattractive but it is in cora-

bination that they appear beautiful or ugly.? dolor and 

color combinations, therefore, are of great concern to the 

retailer, the salesman, and the display man. The retailer 

must anticipate the eolor that is to to© popular for a ®er» 

tain season and buy merchandise that will harmonize with 

that eolor* Salespeople must be able to "recognize, match, 

and harmonize colors and know how to apply this knowledge to 
8 

their own goods." To be eoapletely successful, a thorough 

knowledge of color said color combinations is demanded of the 

salesperson. Knowledge of color, when properly employed by 

the display man# oftentimes means the difference between a 

poor display and one that is strikingly beautiful# 

To beoame more familiar with eolor and its various com-

binations, a study ©f the color wheel will reveal much in-

formation* Theory concerning all the eolor combinations of 

pigment# or paint, is based upon the color wheel# 

According to Virginia Oresham, there are three simple 

elements of eolor as follows: 

7Birren, pit. 
8 
G. Henry Richert, Retailing Principles and Practices. 

p* 320# 
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Hue is the name of the eolor, as green, blue, brown, 

and so on* Value Is the variation of oolor from light to 

dark, regardless of hue, as light green to dark green. In-

tensity is the brightness or dullness of a oolor and goes 

from bright to dull on the oolor wheel* Full intensity is 

the ©©lor in its pure pigaent and to dull this hue the oolor 

opposite it on the oolor wheel must be added. An example of 
9 

intensity of red would be bright red to grayed red# 

Primary colors.—There are three basic hues whieh can-

not be Made by mixing any other colors, but whieh are used 

as a basis for making aJraost any hue whieh the @ye can dis-

tinguish. fhese three basic hues are ©ailed primary colors. 

Pure hues of the primary colors are used to great ad-

vantage in newspaper and isagassine advertising, but are used 

less frequently in their pure pigment or intensity in display 

beoause they are too bright. Primary hues, when grayed, 

hang together and produce pleasing harmony in a display but 

often they beoeeae confusing and uninteresting when great 

amounts are used in the pure oolor. 

The three basic hues which make up the primary colors 

are yellow, red, and blue and are placed on the eolor wheel 

in sueh a way as to farm a perfect triangle. Figure 28 shows 

the position of the primary colors as they appear on the 

eolor wheel. 

%resham, 0£. clt. 
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Yellow is the gayest, most delicate and cheerful color 

of the primary group. It fades away in warm light and be-

comes very intense and beautiful in dull light.10 

Pig. 28.—Primary colors 

10_ 
Bernice G. Chambers, Color and Design, p. ij.66, 
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Blue is often thought of as a happy color reflecting 

qualities of peace, purity, and truth* Many people think 

of blue as a peaceful, happy eolor while t© others it is a 

11 

depressing eolor. To all it it a symbol of truth as the 

term "true blue" implies. 

Blue stands out in bright light but becomes faded and 

listless in dull light* 

Red demands and attracts more attention than any other 

color. Hose, a shade of red, stands for optimism* while 

fiery red is symbolic of the devil and suggests anger and 

hatred* 

Since red is an advancing eolor# a touch of it may be 

used throughout a window display to give the appearance of 

being closer to the observer* 

Secondary colors*—The secondary colors are divisions 

and combinations of each of fee primary hues* These second-

ary colors, orange, green, and violet# are made by Mixing 

two primary colors* If two equal parts of yellow and red 

are mixed the result will be orange| if two equal parts of 

red and blue hues are mixed the result will be violetJ if 

two equal parts of blue and yellow are mixed the result will 

be green. 

As shown in Figure 29# the triangular samples of second* 

ary colors are placed about the color wheel dividing the 

Elisabeth Burrla-Meyer# Color and Design in the 
Decorative Arts, p. 1*4* 
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space between each of the primary hues. The combination 

of these colors in pigment or hue produces all of the 

other colors. Observation and study will reveal the 

various colors that have been mixed to make one of the 

Pig. 29.-—Secondary colors 

secondary or even one of the intermediate colors. 
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Interne diate colors*--Below in Figure 30. is-a third 

group of hues called intermediates. These intermediate 

samples are square in shape and are halfway between a 

primary and a secondary. These colors are developed by 

Pig. 30.— Intermediate colors 

mixing visually equal parts of the primary color with its 

adjoining secondary color. In other words, if two parts of 
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blue are mixed with one part of yellow the result would be 

blue-greenj m the other hand if two parts of yellow are 

mixed with one part of green the resulting color would be 

yellow-green, A continuation of mixing of the primary 

colors with the adjoining geeondary colors will result in 

the following six intermediate hues 8 red-orange, yellow-

orange# yellow-green* blue-green, blue-violet# and red-

violet. When the intermediate hues are completed there will 

be twelve standard colors which makes up the color wheel. 

Color Schemes 

A color scheme nay be classified as a combination of 

colors that are pleasing to the eye# As a general rule, 

color schemes are most effective through the use ©f harmony, 

contrast, and unity. 

Color harmony is brought about through the use of 

different variations of a certain color or combinations of 

colors. There are six basic color harmonies from which end-

less variations may be developed. These are as follows? 

monochromatic, analogous, complementary* spllt-ccomplementary, 

double-coaplementary, and triad harmonies. 

Monochrcroatlc color harmony.—Monochromatic harmony is 

the combination of various values and intensities of a 

single color. Retailers, realizing that color is as im-

portant in fashion as the styling of a garment, frequently 

make use of the monochromatic color scheme to promote this 
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idea. fhis color scheme is especially good in a costuia® 
11 

ensemble or for heme decoration. An ensemble of this 

type might Include a dress* coat* and shoes in one color 

while the accessories would be of different values and in-

tensities of this color. 

The main objection to monochromatic harmony is that 

unless great care is taken this type of color scheme be-

comes monotonous. This monotony may be relieved* however, 

by th# variation of textures of articles as well as color 

contrasts of a key accessory* For example# a rough texture 

such as a straw hat reflects little color and would have a 

different appearance, even though it may possess the same 

color value as a silk tie. Likewise, an ensemble in tan 

consisting of suit, shoes# and hat would be relieved by 

wearing a tie with a small green leaf design in relief on 

a rust background* 

Analogous color harmony. —Analogous harmonies are 

developed by eorabining one primary color with its neighbor-

ing colors on the color wheel. Any number of values and 

intensities of green said blue, red and orange* blue and 

purple, and yellow and green appear in analogous harmonies. 

Analogous colors produce more pleasing results when they 

are grayed. An excellent example of analogous harmony is 

found in nature such as sprintime colors of yellow* 

"^ichert, 0£. pit., p. 320. 
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yellow-green, green, and blue-green. Pall colors are red, 

red-orange, orange, and yellow-orange. Values and intensi 

ties of these colors produce an endless variety of browns, 

rust, burnt orange, and so on. In Figure 31 analogous 

Fig, 31.—Analogous color harmony-

colors are used to produce the simple yet effective shirt 

display. Brown, tan, and yellow shirts are placed in front 

of the string design which tends to tie the display together 

and to focus attention on the shirts• 

Complementary color harmony.—Colors appearing opposite 

each other on the color wheel are known as complementary 

colors. Yellow and purple, red and green, and blue and 

orange are examples of complementary harmonies. When used 
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together, these colors tend to brighten each other. A 

complementary color harmony is found when the indicator 

in Figure 32 stops on any of the twelve standard colors. 

The two colors pointed out by the indicator became the 

Fig* 32.--Complementary color harmony 

complementary colors. 
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Split ccomplementary color harmony*—A split comple-

mentary balance is brought about by splitting either of the 

true complements. Refer to the color wheel below and turn 

the single arm of the indicator to violet, the true cample-

Fig. 33*— Split complementary color hannony 

ment of yellow. The two remaining arms will point to the 

split complements of yellow which are red and red-violet. 
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The observer will notice that on the twelve standard oolor 

wheel the split complements are made up of the colors m 

either side of the complement. 

Split complements are very good for ready-to-wear dis-

plays as well as far home decoration* Various values and 

intensities may toe used without destroying the oolor 

harmony. Medium-value yellow, light-value blue-violet, and 

a darker tone of red-violet produce a pleasing and ira-

presalve display* 

There are many variations of this oolor scheme which 

produce equally satisfying results# One of the complements 

may be the major color or the complement that has been split 

may be the predominating oolor. An example of the split 

complement as the main color ̂ rould be a display in which 

blue-green and blue-violet appear in equal areas, tones, and 

values, and are eoraplesteiited by either a large amount of 

orange of light value or a swill amount of orange in its 

brilliant tone. 

-ocmpleraentary oolor haimonv.-«• Both true comple-

ments are split by pointing to the colors on each side of 

eaoh true c®apleraent. A double c aaplementary harmony is 

pointed out by the indicator in Figure Jij, when aligned with 

any four eolors. 

The split complement on one side of the color wheel 

may be used for the larger areas of color while smaller 

amounts of the opposite complement group maybe used to 
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accent them. Another scheme, especially good for large 

areas, is produced by using all four color families with 

accents of brighter hue in the true complement. A double 

complementary harmony would be yellow-orange and yellow-

Fig# 3k*—Double complementary color harmony 

green complementing red-violet and blue-violet. 
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£ r l a d £o!or harmony.--One of the most useful contrasts, 

triad color harmony consists of the principal colors 

equally spaced around the color wheel as indicated below. 

The sharpest contrast would be red, yellow, and blue. Triad 

Fig# 35*—Triad color harmony 

harmonies, either in pure hue or toned and tinted colors, 

form the basis for some of the most beautiful color 
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compositions ever produced. The picture below shows the 

application of the triad color scheme. The blue bathing 

Pig. 36.—Tr'X f color hamony 

suit at the left is in direct contrast to the green one 

at the right, but is cleverly tied together by the color-

ful "bobbers" of red, yellow, and blue in the center. 

The red beach shoes, the red and white backed'chair, and 

the green foliage adds to the unity of the whole window. 

Because of necessity, the terms hue, value, and in-

tensity were discussed earlier in this chapter; however, 

the chart showing the various degrees of value and in-

tensity of the twelve standard colors could not be shown 
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until these were discussed# Figure 37 shows the value and 

intensity chart of the twelve standard colors• 

VALUE 
INTENSITY 

Light Bright Dull 

/ 
* 

Pig* 37*—Values and intensities of the twelve standard 
colors. 
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Color Unity 

Unity is the appearance of oneness, or holding together 

and is absolutely necessary in the effective use of eolor. 

This may be achieved in a variety of ways. A window or in-

terior of a store amy be unified by repeating a single 

oolor note throughout the display# f Unity may also be 

achieved by using neighboring colors as they appear m the 

eolor wheel. Still further* unity is brought about through 

the use of strong value contrast or intensities of different 

hues* "The most complete unity 1s found in the use of a 

single oolor which produced in various values by the addi-

tion of white or ©f black."12 

Warn a&d Cool Colors 

"Colors are classified as warn or cold.w^ The degree 

of warmth or coolness if" measured by the tone classifies* 

are associated 

with warmth such as sun and fire. Blue and green tones 

are associated with coolness as suggested by water, trees* 

and grass • 

Warm and cool colors serve as excellent contrasts as 

warn colors against cool colors or cool colors against warn 

12 "" ' 1 

Richard Adams Rathbon©, Introduction to Functional 
SSS&ffl# P» 127* 

13 
Richert, oj>. olt.. p. 321. 

ik 
^Abrahams, Eldredge, Gray, Melnicove* op. olt.. 

p. 88. 

tion.*^ Tones of red, yellow, and orange 
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colors. Red and green both beeome more intense when placed 

in adjoining positions. These are complementary colors and 

intehslfy each other. To avoid "fighting" effects* the 

colors should be grayed and not used in their full purity. 

A color amy seem darter or lighter according to the 

influence of the adjoining color# Light colors seem more 

striking on dark backgrounds* and dark colors appear to 

better advantage on light backgrounds» 

Advancing and Receding Colors 

Golor la used to advantage In altering the size of a 

wind*. Since red is an advancing color, "a solid red 

background will make the window seem smaller."1* Blue and 

white are receding colors and make the window seem larger. 

Yellow gives the same effect of distance as white, but not 

in so pronounced a degree* Pure colors are acre advancing 

than gray colors. Light colors carry better against dark, 

while dark colors are more advancing when used against 

white. A receding color like yellow* when surrounded by 

dark tones* becomes Quite advancing In character* 

Golor Balance 

The balancing of color may be studied In much the 

same manner as the balancing of merchandise* fixtures, and 

accessories in the display Itself. In addition to the size, 

15 ------- _ 
Maria Massey, Principles jf Men's Wear Display, p. 133. 
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shape, and texture# a new factor muat be considered—the 

power of attraction# which may be compared to weight, Pur® 

color is more powerful than grayed colors# and for that 

reason analler amounts should be used. A tint is not a© 

heavy as a oolor of full strength sn d may be given more 

space without upsetting th® color balance. Dark colors 

seem heavier than light colors and for that reason smaller 

amounts of darker hues are used to balance lighter colora. 
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LIGHTIHG 

sine® lighting is fifty per cent of the effectiveness 

of any presentation,1 it would be to the advantage of every 

merchant as well as display mam to consider this valuable 

tool of display. Proper lighting can mean the differ#®©® 

between success or failure of any individual window and is 

the cheapest advertising device of all. ttA good display 

can be ruined by improper lighting; a weak display made 
2 

good by effective lighting#" Lighting not only brings out 

the quality and highlight# of "the merchandise* but also 

attracts attention and makes the windows a selling medium 

long after store hours.J Investigations have proven that 

brightness of displays alone attracts attention and pulling 
3 

power of windows. Hot only does lighting achieve these 

things# but "when used with a little imagination, creates 

truly dramatic effects which are not obtainable in any 

other way»n^ AM with photography, good lighting is a 

1 
Clara Baldwin* "Dramatic Lighting as Used at Bonwlt 

feller#*1 Display World. LVI (February# 1950), 26. 
2lbld., p. 77, 
3 
Donald Keebaugh, "Dramatize Tour Displays with Light," 

Western Display. Ill (August, 1950), 18. 
**Tbld. 

92 
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tremendous factor in creating the proper effect or dramatic 

letting for the merchandise. Backgrounds may be mad® color-

ful through the use of plasties and metals* a hit of realism 

may he added to the setting through the us® of color* and 
$ 

drama through the use of proper lighting. 

IThe amount of window lighting will be largely deter-

mined by the merchandise, the background, and the bright* 

ness of the locality in which it is situated.Dark colors, 

for instance, need mere light than light colors and as a 

general rule displays in a small town will need less light 

than those of the city, fhe particular window will deter-

mine how much is required* Before the window la opened to 
i 

the public view, it should be tried in artificial light 

and daylight to insure it® effectiveness under all condi-

tions, The equipment used In lighting should be concealed 

from the person outside the window, and the light should be 

kept uniform throughout the window except when special ef-

fects are sought# Such uniformity of lighting will be 

achieved by the us® of a number of small lamps rather than 

a few large ones. Lights generally should be placed in front 

of the merchandise so that bad shadows will not be created# 

Variations in light can be very effective and should be used 

%anford B. Wells, "The Architect Looks at Display," 
Display World, LI? {June, 191*9)# 29. 

"̂Selling Goods through Display and Proper Lighting," 
Merchants Service Pamphlet. National Gash Register Company* 
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periodically. "At least a few new lighting techniques or 

fixtures should be used from time to time to maintain 

interest# 

Strong spot limits, located on the window floor and 

directed upwards on the merchandise, produce strong shadows 

on the background. This type of lighting is ©specially 

good, and is very often used to produce a highly dramatic 

effect. Shis effective device is often used far the drama-

tic display of evening wear, midnight atmosphere# or for 
ft 

other special events• 

Types of Lighting 

Most people have a vague notion of tshat lighting terns 

mean* but this notion might lead to the wrong application 

of the types of lighting and the resulting display would 
0 

suffer.7 Many retailers disagree as to the proper type of 

display lighting* Heedless to say, each window, niche, 

shadow box, and display case, to say nothing of the differ-

ent types of merchandise, require different treatment. 

Hofftean awl Heldrlch in their artiole, "Lighting and 
1 

Display," discussed the different types of lighting as 
10 

follows! 
? 
Baldwin, oj5. cit*. p. 26. 

%aria Massey, Principles o£ Men's Wear Display* p. 223• 
9 
Kim Hoffmann and Stephen Heldrlch* "Lighting and Bia~ 

Pl*y»n Display World, January, 1951# p. 50. 
*°Ibld.. p. 51. 
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Incandescent light cornea from the pear or apple-
shaped bulb equipped with a fin® filament inside of 
the glass through which an electric current is sent, 
causing the filament to light up. A 6-watt incandes-
cent bulb converts 85 per cent of the energy created 
by the electrical current into radiant heat* The 
balance is turned into 4° or light units. In 
other words, the incandescent bulb creates a great 
deal of heat and a snail amount of light* 

Fluorescent light stems from a powder contained 
in a long narrow tube through which electric current 
is sent, A 6-watt fluorescent bulb converts 2$ per 
©eat of its energy created by the electric current 
into radiant heat while the balance is turned into 
192 luoMs of light units • . . 

We speak of direct light when the rays of the 
light hit the room or object without being reflected 
previously* We deal with indirect light if the source 
of the light is not visible to the eye and the light 
beam Is thrown against another surface such as a ceil-
ing or screen and only by bouncing back from the sur-
faces shines on the object or room. 

Cove light is an example of indirect light. Here 
the light source is hidden in a trough* It is thrown 
against the celling and bounces back into the room* 
In this process a certain amount of light gets lost* 
The result is a more or less even, subdued light suit* 
able for pleasant all-over lighting* 

Pin-point li^bt is created by light that is 
channeled through a tiny opening or a condenser lens, 
which concentrates the light onto a minimum area* 
It is designed to accentuate a small display or object 
and to lift it dramatically oat of a more or less dark 
background. It could be considered as the opposite 
to indirect light* 

Focused light is produced by a tulip-shaped 
projector also limiting the light to a certain area, 
which, however, is much wider than that of the pin-
point lamp. It is frequently called a spotlight * 

With the same fixture we can produce a flood 
light, which floods an even wider area with light* 
The difference lies in tfee use of bulbs* Ttom spot-
light bulb keeps the light within a small circle, 
while the flood light spreads the light into a maxi-
mum area* 

Diffused light is obtained when the rays of the 
light are broken by a frosted glass or similar means 
and is diffused into the dest possible angle all 
over the room. 
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Another way of describing and utilising light 
is that dealing with the various levels. The levels 
determine the various degrees of atmosphere* Ceiling 
light is the coolest* most impersonal light* Eye-
level fixtures frequently produce a feeling of dis-
tance and spaciousness * 

Lime flight is a light installed at floor level 
or sunk into a dais or the floor itself# It produces 
a theatrical effect merely by producing the shadows 
above the object displayed* shining through fabrics* 
and accentuating textures. 

Below is a short suaaaary of the terns that have 
been outlined* indicating their various usest 

For general visibility use indirect light* 
For bright all-over light use direct light. 
For drama and accent use pin-point* spot* or 

flood light. 
For magic appeal use line-light* 
For true color and matter of fact quality use a 

combination of soft white* daylight and white flu-
orescent ligbfc» 

For warmth in atmosphere use incandescent plus 
fluorescent light* 

Display men constantly work to achieve a true color 

effect. Fluorescent light tends to bring out the cool 

element of a color and to give the merchandise a bluish 

tinge while incandescent light tends to bring out the 

orange quality of a color* Much care and experimentation 

should be exercised to avoid confusion in colors or inten-
11 

sities of light. Whether you chaise a spot to a flood, 

or whether a louver or different color filter is used* the 

object is to strive for an effect that gives a feeling of 

unity* adds a touch of drama* and at the same time bring 
12 

out the true color of the merchandise. 

*%ena M« Kltner* "College of Display*" California 
Trend* October, 19lj.8» p* 4* 

12David Horvth* "Good Display Lighting at Low Cost*1* 
Western Display. Ill (April, 1950)* 22* 
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Both fluorescent and spot lights are used in the model 

distributive education classroom as shown below. Fluores-

cent lighting Is used to advantage for the showcase as well 

as for the three-way mirror. A small spot light Is used in 

tne shadow box* making deep shadows on the background• 

Fig. 38.—Fluorescent limiting 

Color Lighting 

As brightness attracts moths and candle bugs, so does 

color lighting In displays attract the attention of those 

passing the window. "Colored light of equal intensities to 
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that of whit® ligjbtt has about 33 per cent sore attraction 
13 

power»n This indicates that when employed correctly, 

color lighting adds greatly in the form of increased sales# 

Although color can b® used as a sales builder, caution must 

be taken so as not to detract from the display message or 

change the appearance of the merchandise. 

On® method of attracting attention Is through the use 

of complementary colors. When a window It trimmed in green# 

the merchandise in the window will be intensified by paint-

ing the background with red light* In lighting bluish red 

articles, bright pink or blue lighting is good. Other com-

plementary color combinations are yellow and violet, red 

and blue, blue and orange, and green and violet. One of 

the hardest colors to light properly is navy blue. A com-

bination of daylight tones with clear medium blue filters 

seems to be best suited for this job. *4 

Colors have Individual characteristics feat either 

cause us to react favorably or unfavorably toward them. 

"Women as a rule like the warm-toned hues, v&iile men tend 

to like the blues and the cooler shades." iven though 

colored lights are not used too frequently in m@nfs wear 

^Jim Stewart, "Light with Color," Western Display. 
Ill (July, 1950), 16. *-** 

^Baldwin, 0£. olt.. p. ?6. 
15 
Stewart, oj>. cit., p. 17. 
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displays, they are a vary effective device for creating 
16 

atmosphere. 

Many displays suffer because little attention Is given 

t© the selection of color filters# Dark primary colors 

should be avoided# unless they are used to "paint™ the back-

ground and to make the colors In the display stand out. On 

the other hand, light colors are very effective when trained 

on white or neutral gray merchandise. Since «Mte is a mix-

ture of all colors, a white article will reflect almost any 

color ©ad will appear colored when highlighted with a spot-

light or lamp. Extreme caution should be taken when direct-

ing colored light upon the display! if the article does 

not reflect the color of the light it will alter the appear-
1? 

ance of the merchandise. ' 

Black light, a new technique in lighting, has been 

added to the display man's bag of tricks In an ever increas-

ing effort to provide drama and strikingly dlfferent'dis-

play appeal. For several years, black light has been used 

with success in outdoor signs and has now made Its appear-

ance in display. Results of the outcome of this device 

cannot be calculated, but needless to say. It should gain 

the attention of the public. Since black light produces 

^assey, olt.» p. 12?. 
17Noraan Moore, "Display Lighting,* Display World# 

VT1I (Moveaber* 1950), 112. 
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such a vivid dramatic effect for a setting, ear® must be 

taken in order to direct the public*s attention cm the 

merchandise and not on the setting* 

According to Harry Locklin, fluorescent color actually 

saves space and cuts expense. An account of this statement 

is as follows! 

Small stores with limited space and facilities 
have discovered the fluorescent medium to toe a great 
asset. Because fluorescent color is activated by 
ordinary daylight or artificial light, it reduces 
the need for spots or floods* thus saving space and 
reducing expense. Furthermore# bold letters a foot 
high are not longer needed. Tasteful* even delicate 
letters# done in fluorescent color stop customers.1® 

An article by A# Mayer and Robin Rau states thati 

The brilliance of fluorescent colors ranging from 
double to quadruple that of ordinary colors will carry 
a message or identify a product with an impact never 
before possible.1" 

Jenny's of Cincinnati used black light In a display 

promoting the styling and beautiful woolen fabrics la one 

of their coats. The slogan used was* "Out of This World." 

The setting was in keeping with the slogan since a "make 

believe" rocket ship had made Its landing on the moon. 

Black light was used to give the appearance of the "blue* 

black void of outer space sprinkled with hundreds of tiny 

silver stars. 

1%ari*y Locklin, "Fluorescent Colors Catch Customers,*' 
Display World# M. {larch, 1952), 2?. 

X?A. Mayer and Robin Rau, "Using Fluorescence and Black 
Light," Display World. LIX (August, 1951)# 38. 

LVII < t e s £ ° i 9 S » . " B l a C k t l 8 W D r a m a' n 2 ^ 2 soria-
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Vivid, exciting displays are constructed through the 

us© of this device that will be long remembered, but flu-

orescence is not without limitations. Mayer and Rau give 

the following two limitations: 

(1) For best results windows need to be in "subdued 

surroundings or total darkness." 

(2) Black light ordinarily will not show up merehan-
21 

dlse unless it is fluorescent treated* 

21m ayer and Rau, jgg». olt. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS AID RECOMIEKDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Construction of the present merchandise display manual 

required wide reading. Many conferences, and actual display 

arrangements in the distributive education classroom* which 

resulted in the following general conclusions* 

1. Data on merchandise display are not extensive# Most 

of the material is contained in one periodical# Display 

World. 

2# Most available material m merchandise display is 

written in a generalized form and does not contain specific 

principles which are valuable to teacher-coordlnators* 

students of distributive education, and training sponsors, 

3« Many teacher~eoordinators in Texas feel the need 

of a merchandise display manual* which not only can aid 

them in their teaching but also can aid their pupils on 

the job* This need was revealed to the investigator during 

recent summer conferences, 

lj.f Several display directors feel the need of a mer-

chandise display manual which can be helpful to trainees 

coming into the field. This need was expressed to the 

author during personal interviews* 

102 
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Receraaendations 

8esearoh on the problem of Merchandise display and 

organisation of available data Into the present manual re-

sulted la the following reoemendations I 

1* Authors in the field- of Merchandise display should 

produce material which contain* simple, direct, and speelfie 

principles that are usable by t eaoher~eoordlnators, pupils* 

display directors, and trainees. 

2* Accepted principle® of merchandise display should 

be made available to all teacher**© ©ordiiiat ore In summer 

conferences, In order that they nay be better equipped to 

direct classroom discussions and aotual display arrangements, 

3# Accepted principles of merchandise display in dif-

ferent fields, such as drug stores, department stores, 

and other types of businesses* should be nsde available to 

teacher-coordinators, pupils, trainee®#, training sponsors, 

and even salespeople who need to know the principles la 

capder to produce effective displays • 

!}.» The state Department of Education should outline a 

distributive education display progr#® whioh contains sug-

gested method* snd materials that would result In sons 

semblance of unity, coordination, and goals of achievement 

for the schools of Texas, 
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